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The problem considered is that of choosing approximate component tol-

erances in order to minimize mass production costs. The basic item con-

sidered is a unit with a single nominal design response. Thts unit has

several components with given nominal design vahies such that the unit

nominal response is as required. We assjime that the components are in

statistical control and that ive can compute the statistical behavior of the

response as a function of the assignment of component tolerances. Further,

we assume that the cost and salvage value of a unit are known as a

function of the assignment of component tolerances. We impose the restric-

tion that the sum of the responses of n identical units in combination must

be within a prescribed tolerance with probability \ ~ t.We can then find

a relation involving the tolerance limits on the sum of the responses, the re-

jection limits on the response of a single unit, the variance of the re-

sponse of a single unit, and the probability e. Using this relation, which

effectively introduces the rejection rate as an additional variable, we then

show how to assign component tolerances to minimize production costs. As

an illustrative example we consider the design for production of an ideal-

ized lumped-constant delay line.

I. INTIIODTICTION

A valid area of iiivosl.igatioii for the. cutting of mamifacturing costs

ill the mass production process hes in the assignment of tolerances. In

this paper we examine a problem in that area. Consider the following

fairly typical sequence of events: A piece of equipment is to be designed

with a specified nominal response, for example, an ampUficr with a

specified nominal gain, or a logic gate with a specified nominal time

delay. The circuit is designed and nominal values are assigned to the

components of this piece of e(iuipment so that it has the recjuired nomi-

nal response. Next, this piece of cciuipment is to be mass produced, and
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masH produced economic ally. One of the manifold problems which aiises

at this point is the assignment of tolerances to the various components

of the piece of e(iuipnient. It is at this point in the design for production

that the considerations in this paper enter.

The eiTect of component tolerances is to cause the response to

deviate from the nominal in a statistical manner. A common approach

to component tolerance assignment ignores the statistical beha\'ior of

the response deviation and bases the tolerance assignment on the "worst

case" approach, i.e., the deviations from nominal for all components are

assumed to act in concert to maximize the deviation from nominal of

the response. This criterion corresponds to a very pessimistic viewpoint

because, usually, the probability of such a simultaneous occurrence of

worst values is extremely small. In fact, it is often so small that in a

very practical sense it is zero. Within the past several years the statisti-

cal approach to assigning component tolerances, which makes use of

the statistical nature of the response deviation, has been gaining in

popularity. J. M. Juran' gives examples and several references to uses

of statisti(^al toh^i'ancing. A fine case history of :i statistical tolerancing

approach is that of the design for production of the repeaters used in

the Bell Systems L8 coaxial system.- In References 3 and 4 the particu-

lar problems of statistical distribution re(|uirements and quality control

requirements for the components of the L3 system are considered. In

statistical tolerancing, in order that the deviation of the response be in

control, it is neces.-^ary that the component manufacturing proces.ses

either he in control or sufficiently compensated so that they arc effec-

tively in control at all times. We will assume statistical tolerancing in

this paper; thus, we arc also forced to assume the restrictive implication

that the component manufacturing pi-oce.sses are in control.

In any kind of tolerancing there arc many possible component toler-

ance assignments foi' which the response toleraiu^es are identical or

reasonably so. The costs associated with the difi'erent component toler-

ance assignments, however, will not in general be the same.

For example, consider an R-C circuit. Assuming for the sake of

this example that lioth resistors and capacitors come in truly imiform

distributions it is obvious that the statistical behavior of the time con-

stant (t = UC) w ill l)e the same if the resistor is from a 5 per cent dis-

stribution and tlie capa<'itor is from a 10 per <'t'nl distrilnition or if the

resistor is from a 10 pei' cent distribution and the capacitor is from a 5

per cent distiibution. However, the costs will genei'ally be different.

The desired tolerance assignment is the least expensive tolerance

assignment (of those tolerance assignments which engender identical
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response toleriuiues). Pike :iiid Sihf^lterg^ hnvv considered this problem

for lineur, or approximiUely linear, (meehaniciil) systems using statisti-

cal toleraucin^i;. They show how (o adj\ist the component tolerances

(actually the \anancesj to get nia\i[num \:ihie for minimum cost.

Next let us discuss some characteristics of the particular type problem

we wish to consider:

1.1 Response Tolerances

It very often happens that the deviation from nommal of the re-

sponse of an individual i)iece of e(iuipment— or unit as we .shall call it

henceforth for bre\'ity — is relatively unimportant; the quantity which

is important is the algebraic siun of the deviations of the responses from

nominal of a combination of several units.* I'^or example, the repeaters

in the L3 system are in .series and the primaiy requirement is that the

sum of the gains compensate for the line loss plus or minus a small

tolerance. Another example of this type is a string of several logic gates

for which the total time delay must he less than some prescrilied value.

The sum requirement gives us considerably more latitude in the assign-

ment of the response tolerances for the individual units because of the

nature of a sum of random variables — for indeed, the deviation from

nominal of the response is a random varialilc under statistical toleranc-

iug.

1.2 Rejection Rate

A criterion which is often used to measure the efficiency and economy

of a production process is the rejection rate. Completed or uncompleted

units may be rejected fnr any numlier of reasons, but here we confine

our attention to those units which are rejected solely l)ecause the devia-

tion of their components from nominal is such that their responses are

out of tolerance. That is, we ign(}re those units which must be rejected

becau.se of cold solder joints, flaws, broken leads, and a multitude of

similar causes. Hereinafter, we .^hall use the term rejection rate to mean

the fraction of completed units which have a response which is outside

of tolerance but which are otherwise acceptable. The usual assumption

is that the rejection rate must be small for an economical production

process, however, we take the viewpoint that the rejection rate is an-

* We havft clioscn to use the hienirchy: components, units, combinations of

units. This triad mav be thought of as correspoTiding to any simihirly ordered

tlireesome in any hierandiv which may be more familiar to the engineer, e.g.,

raw materials, piece parts,* subassemldie.s, assemblie.-i, units of product, subsys-

tems, and systems.
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other variable which may be introduced in order to minimize production

costs. Note that this implies 100 per cent testing on finished units and

the consequent added cost thereof.

But then, what of the rejected units? The rejected units will have

some salvage value. The salvage value for a rejected unit may range

from a positive value which is a fairly large percentage of the cost of

manufacturing a unit {such as would be the case if only a small addi-

tional charge were necessary to bring the unit into tolerance or if out

of tolerance units could be selectively assembled), to a negative value

(such as would lie the case if the unit were a total loss and there was an

additional charge to dispose of it). In the most general case the salvage

value is a statistical quantity since its value might depend, for example,

on how far out of tolerance the response is or what component or com-

bination of components is the essential cause of the response being out

of tolerance.

1.3 Aim

Before going to the analysis, I would like to indicate the tenor of

this work. Certainly we are trying to decrease production cost by an

intelligent assignment of tolerances. How^ever, it is important to note

that tliis assignment is made at a point in the production process imme-

diately after the final circuit design and specification of nominal com-

ponent values have been completed. At this stage only the rudiments

of the projected manufacturing process are known since many final

answers must await the assignment of component tolerances. Hence,

the figures for the production costs and the salvage values are not

known precisely and may be in fact only educated guesses; in addition,

the di.'^tributions for some of the components may not be known pre-

cisely. And further, it would be uneconomical to get precise estimates

of the figures for each and every possible combination of component

tolerances which could reasonably be used in the production model since

the number of such combinations can easily be enormous. Thus, since

the cost figures are not known precisely, it would be so much wasted

effort to make the rest of the analysis exact. The principal advantage to

be gained from the following analysis is to eliminate all except, say, two

or three possible combinations of component tolerances for ultimate

consideration for the production model.

II. GENERAL STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Let US denote the deviation from nominal of the response of a unit

by x; a; is a random variable. Let there be n units in combination;*

* Combination, as we use it here, implies only that (1) holds.
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n is a fixed but arbitrary number. Let Xi be the deviation from nominal

of the response of the ith unit, i = 1, 2, - -, n, and let the XiS, be inde-

pendent. Let it be required that, for proper over-all operation, the alge-

braic sum of the random deviations of the n units in combination be

constrained to lie between dzB; i.e.,

That is, =b-B are the tolerance limits on the deviation from nominal of

the response for the combination of n units.

As is usual in statistical tolerancing let us be willing to assume a small

risk e that the combination will not operate properly, i.e., that the

sum (I) will exceed B. Thus,

Pr(| .t, + .-ra ^xn\> B) = €. (2)

Next let us look at the assignment of component tolerances. The

assignment variable is really the independent variable in a tolerancing

problem. That is, let the unit which is to be manufactured have k com-

ponents; number these components arbitrarily, 1, 2, •••, k. Let com-

ponent aj be available in r; different tolerance distributions which arc

to be considered as candidates for possible use in the production model

of the unit; number these tolerance distributions arbitrarily, 1, 2, •,

/_, . Do the same for all components, j = \,2, ,k.

For example, suppose that component ^j is a resistor. Let the avail-

able tolerance distributions considered be 5 per cent resistors and 10

per cent resistors. Thus rj ^ 2 and we can arbitrarily number the 5

per cent resistors as distribution ^ 1 and the 10 per cent resistors as

distribution i^ 2.

A particular assigimient of component tolerances can thus l)e charac-

terized by the ordered set of numbers

(ii ,i-i, • ik) (3)

which is to be understood to mean that component fff 1 comes from the

e'lth distribution from the set of available distributions for component

#1, component #2 comes from the t2th distribution from the set of

available distributions for component j^2, and so forth. The number of

different tolerance assignments can be very large since the assignments

range over all possible combinations of available distributions. * Although

in the al}ovc we have only considered a finite number of tolerance dis-

tributions for eai^li component there is no reason, in principle, why one

jt

* The number is Xlri ,
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or more of the componeiitH cannot come from a continuum of possible

tolerance diHtributions.

The component tolerance assignment vai-iable, (3), is unwieldy; let

us replace it by a more manageable independent variable. To do so we
argue as follows: Since the deviation from nominal of the response of

a unit, X, is a random variable, as such, it is characterized by a probabil-

ity distribution, say D(x). But D(x) also depends on which set of com-

ponent toleran(;es is used since different assignments of component

tolerances will, in general, manifest themselves in different statistical

behaviors for the response. A measure of the distribution D(x) is the

variance of x— var x = a'. The quantity tr^, or a, is an excellent measure

if all distributions D{x) are normally distributed with mean zero, as we
shall shortly assnine is the case in our problem; otherwise, the aptness

of (7 diminishes as D{;x) departs from normal with mean zero. Thus we
can make the new independent variable o- (or u-, whichever is more

convenient) instead of (3). The range of u is determined by considering

all possible combinations of component tolerances and a can only take

on the discrete values determined by the possible combinations of

component tolerances (if only a finite number of distributions is con-

sidered for each component). Note that, at this point, the correspondence

between a and the particular assignment of component tolerances is

not necessarily one to one, (see example in Section I). A unique {or

effectively unique) correspondencie will come about naturally when we
consider the costs, below.

Before considering the costs we must consider the rejection rate. In

the introduction we defined the rejection rate as the fraction of the com-

pleted units which have responses outside of tolerance but which are

otherwise acceptable. That is, if the tolerance limits on the unit response

are ±^,* then every unit which has a response deviating from the

nominal response by more than zkh is to be rejected, i.e., reject all

units such that \x\ > b. Since the rejection rate is a variable, 6 is a

variable which must be determined. The tolerance limit & is a function

of three variables a, 5, and e, and must be chosen to satisfy (2). Quali-

tatively, for fixed B and t it is obvious that, in order to satisfy (2), as

IT increases b must decrease and vice versa. We will obtain a quantitative

relation later.

Finally we consider the manufacturing costs per imit. We distinguish

two types, the raw cost and the real cost. The raw cost per iniit is the

amount of money whi(;h must he spent to manufacture one unit regard-

less of wluithor it has a response which is or is not within the tolerance

* We are only goiiiK to consider symmetrical distributions about the nominal,
hence b is sufficient.
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Fig. 1 — Raw cost for a single L~C section of a lumpe<l coiislant delay line as

a function of the .stuiulard deviation of the delay per section, (See Tal)le II-S for

c-K|)laiiatioii of the code (ij))-

limits determined by ±/j and independent of any salvage value a unit

may have. The real cost per unit is the raw rest plus the unsalvageahle

raw cost per rejected unit prorated among the units within tolerance.

It is obvious that for a well behaved maiiufactiu'iug process the raw

cost should be a monotone detreasing function of a. Furthermore, if

two or more difi'ercid coiuponeiit tolerance assignments give the same
— or approximately the same — \-ariance, o-^, the assignment which

should be chosen to correspond to that a is the one which minimizes

the raw cost. A better statement of the criterion for choosing the com-

ponent tolerance assignments whi(^h nuike up the raw cost curve as a

function of a is tltat an assignment lies on the raw cost cur\'e if there is

no other assignment which has both a smaller (or as small) a and a lower

(or as low) cost.* A raw cost curve, C{a-), is illustrated in Fig. 1, i.e., if

* Stated precisely, llie points of the raw cost function as a function of a, C(u),

are determined as follows: I.ct us denote the romponeni tolerance assignment
variable, {^), by 0] let the raw cost for each ^ be Cifi); let the variance of the re-

sponse for each he [ff((3)P; then the iioints of the raw cost curve are given by

r(a) = min C'(;3) (4)

where (a) the mininuini is taken over all such that o-l/S) ^ o-, and (b) the only
allowed vabies ot a are those .such that I here exists a conesponding ti «"<' Ci0) ~

C'(o-), i.e., the "coi'iiers"' of (-1,1,
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one plots the point (o-, C) — or equivalently (a-, C) — for each assign-

ment of component tolerances then C(ct) is the set of pomts which de-

termine the polygonal curve which is the lower envelope of the sot of

points for all possible combinations of component tolerances. The set

of points C{a) are connected for illustrative purposes only; C{(t) exists

only as a pointwise function (for component tolerances which do not

come from a continuum of allowed tolerances).

Finally there is the salvage value for the rejected units. We denote

the salvage value by a{a)C{a), i.e., a is the ratio of the salvage value

to the raw cost. In the general case the salvage will be a function of a,

i.e., of the particular set of component tolerances, and it will also be a

random ^ariable which depends on .r, the deviation of the response

from nominal. We will retain the dependence of a on o-; but we will

ignore the fact that it may be a random variable and take a as a con-

stant for each tr. This constant value may be an expected value. The
assumptions set forth on a are in accord \\'ith the aim set forth in the

introduction, for, if the cost figures are not precise estimates, then

certainly the salvage value as a distribution function cannot be known
precisely. If we took a in all its generality, we would only succeed in

cluttering up the analysis with functions and figures for which we could

not possibly get realistic estimates. We can, however, reasonably expect

to get a realistic estimate for the expected value of the salvage as a

function of the component tolerance assignment, or equivalently a.

Along this .same line of rea.somng, in connection with the salvage value,

we note that we assumed that if two different assignments of compo-

nent tolerances give the same o- then the possible difference in their

salvage values was to be ignored in choosing the assignment which

determines the raw cost curve C{u). This assumption could possibly

lead to a real cost which is higher than necessary since the salvage

value is inherent in the real cost. However, the possibihty of such an

occurrence is doubtful, and if such an occurrence were suspected it

could always be calculated as a special case.

The problem we want to solve is:

(a) given n, B, e, as defined in the first two paragraphs of this section,

(b) given the raw cost as a function of c, C{a),

(c) given the salvage as a function of <r, a{<j),

find the value of o- sutih that the real cost, C'*(o'), is a minimum and

find the tolerance limits on the unit response, ±^.

We are able to solve this problem luider re.strictive but widely appli-

cable conditions.
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III. RELATIONSHIP HETWEION J) AND ct

We assume that the d('\-iatioii of the response from nominal of a unit,

.r, is normally distributed with .-standard deN-iation a. This is a realistic

assumption if the components used in manufacturing the luiit have

independent random variations (not necessarily normally distributed)

which in turii influence the response additively. We assume, further,

that the mean of x is always zero which in turn implies that the mean

does not shift significantly with change in a, i.e., with change in the

assignment of component, tolerances, and further that the component

manufacturing processes arc in control.

Let F(u) be the cumulative normal distribution fnn<'tion and ip{y)

the normal prolxibilily density function:

F(y) =A=^ r e-""dt,

If the tolerance limits on x are ±^ then the prol>a.bility that an indi-

vidual unit will be rejected, i.e., the rejection rate, is

Probability of rejection = rejection rate = 2[l — F{b/(r)]. (6)

Since only the units which fall within the rejection limits ±h are to be

used in the combination of /) units, the probability density function for

the acceptable units is

r <fix/<T)

^(.r) = U2F{h/a) - l]''"-' ^^ (7)

i
0, \x\> b

We want next to find the distribution function for the random vari-

able

^ = xi + .1-2 + + .r„
,

(8)

where the .r. are independent and distributed according to (7). AVe

assume that n is sufficiently large to apply the central limit theorem.

Performing the necessary integration to find the variance of x distrib-

uted according to (7), we have that ^ is normally distributed with

mean zero and variance

a.^ = na^uilj/a), (9)
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where

I > 0. (10)

Note that a(l) g 1

.

Because of the above assumptions we can rewrite (2) as

F(B/ad = 1 - e/2. (11)

From tables for F(//) we can find the standard normal deviate r ^ B/a^

for a given risk e. InLrodu(^ing ; in (9) to eliminate o-j we find

(B/a^ - r'-nu(h/a-). (12)

Equation (12) gives the desired relationship among B, r (or e), a and

h in order to satisfy (2) for an arbitrary value of a. Note that if, in

trying to satisfy (12), u turns out to be greater than one this simply

means that although all units are accepted the pi'obability that
|
^Xi

\

exceeds B is still less thiin e.

IV. KEAL COST PER UNIT

The raw cost per unit, as we have defnied it, does not include the

penalty that must be paid for producing units which are outside of

tolerance and therefore must be sent to salvage, nor does it include any
salvage value the rejected units may have. Call the raw cost per unit

C = C{a). (13)

In addition to knowing the raw cost we must also know the .salvage

value of a rejected unit, i.e., a unit such that
|

.r
|
> b. As before, we

define the salvage value per unit to be

S - a{a)C{^). (14)

Here, a is a proportionality factor which will, in general, depend on u.

Obviously a is less than 1 ; on the other hand it may range downward
thru negative values, e.g., if it costs additional money to dispose of a

rejected unit.

Define the real cost per unit to be, as Ijefore,

C* = 6'*(^). (15)

The real cost is related to the raw cost and the salvage value as follows

:

If M units are produced in all and m of these il/ units must be rejected

and sent to salvage because their responses are out of tolerance, then

^*t'^) = Xr^ [^^'^t'^) - ma{a)C{a)\ (16)M — m
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is the real l-osI per unit, i.e., C* is the total raw cost for all units pro-

duced minus the salvage value of the unacceptable units all prorated

among the acceptable units, l-'or large M, 7n/^f is the probability that

a miit will fall outside of tolerance, i.e., it is the rejection rate, ((i)

;

hence

By proper choice of a, wo want to minimize the fimction C*.

V. MINIMIZATION OF THE REAL COST

In principle we could give functional forms for C{a) and aid) and

then minimize C'*(ff) by the usual analytical methods. However, one

would rarely, if ever, know the functional form for either. Hence we go

to a graphical method.

So that the necessary calculations may be carried out expeditiously

we redefine some of the previously formulated functions. First, however,

let us see exactly what is desired. We are given B, e(or r) and n. Wc
w^ant to calculate C*{a) throughout the range of interest of a {or specifi-

cally, for a set of values of a in the range of interest). After plotting

C*(a) we can pick off the minimum, or minimums, of C'*; we then need

to calculate h for the minimmn, or minimums. The calculation of C*{a)

and b for gi\en B, r, n, a, can be done stepwise:

1. From (12) calculate u.

2. From (10) calculate the implicitly defined \-ariable t = h/a for u

from step 1. (The correspondence between / and u is one-to-one since

u is a strictly monotone* function of t). This step essentially gives us h.

3. From (17), using t = h/a from step 2, calculate C*ia).

Now that we know exactly what is desired we can expedite the calcu-

lations. A con\enient combination of the variables is

r\/n -1/2 /I si
q = -^ a ^ u ' . V'oJ

Since u{i), tiehiied l.)y (10), is strictly monotone it can be inverted

(numerically) to get

/. = w{g). (19)

Also, define the function

' ^ (20)
^^^'^^

2F(w(n)) -1 2F{t) ~ 1

* The fad that u \fi striL-tly nioiiotoiie will hecuiiu; obviou.s from tlic griii)li of

the related function (I'J), Fig. 2.
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Table I

H{q) and w{q) as functions of the argument q

9 n w

1.01 1.002 3.11
1.02 1.004 2.86
1.03 1.007 2.69
1.04 1.010 2,57
1.05 1.013 2.48
1.06 1.017 2.40
1.07 1.020 2.33
l.OS 1.024 2.26
1.09 1.028 2.21
*1.10 1.032 2,16
1.12 1.041 2.05
1.14 1.049 1.99
1.16 1.058 1.92
1.18 1.069 1.85

*1.20 1.077 1.80
1.25 1.10 1.68
1.30 1.13 1.58
1.35 1.16 1.49
1.40 1.19 1.42
1.45 1.22 1.35
*1.50 1.25 1.29
1.60 1.31 1.19
1.70 1.37 1.11
1.80 1.43 1.03
1.00 1.49 0.98

*2.00 1.56 0.92
2.50 1.90 0.72
3.00 2.25 0.59
3.50 2.60 0.50
4.00 2.95 0.44
4.50 3.30 0.39
*5.00 3.65 0.35
6.00 4.37 0.29
7.00 5.09 0.25
S.OO 5.82 0.22
9,00 6.54 0.19
10.00 7.27 0.17

* Indicates a change in increment of the argument q

using t and w as defined by (19). Both of the functions H and w have

the same independent variable, q. In terms of the functions w and //

we have

C*{a) = [(1
- a)H (^-^ <T^ + aj C(<r)

, (21)

and

h = a-W (22)
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as the desired fonuulas. The functions w{q) and H{q) are tabulated in

Table I and plotted in Fig. 2 for convenient use. We note for g < 1

that t = w{q) is infinite; this simply expresses the fact that for a suffi-

ciently small the probability that
|

^.r,-
[
will exceed B is less than e,

and, hence, that the rejection limits are ±h = =fcc», cf., remark about

u, following (12).

In terms of //, the rejection rate (6) is

Rejection rate - 1 - ^/H. (23)
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VI. COMPARISON WITH OTHER CRITERIA

111 the al)ove \v(( have tacitly assumed that each unit would be tested.

Let us now consider the ca.se in which this test is omitted, that is, at

least as a test on 100 per cent of the units. One can still satisfy (2) by

choosing the proper value for a. Since no units are rejected the distri-

bution for ^ = ^Xi is normal with mean zero and variance a^ ^ na-.

Hence (2) bccomos

FiB/aVn) = 1 - e/2. (24)

Letting r be the standard normal deviate which satisfies (24) one has

a- = B/rV\ri, (b = °o). (25)

This is, of cour.se, well known and is in use. In comparing the co.st by

this last iiiethnd with the cost by the previous method, one must re-

member to take into account the (!ost of 100 per cent testing of units.

The testing cost c^ould easily swing the balance in favor of the no-test

method.

Another criterion to consider is the zero risk case. Here, e equals

zero and the rejection limits are then given by fa = B/71. It still remains

to choose the optimum a for the manufacturing process. Proceeding in

the same manner as previously, one finds that the real cost is given by

C*(<r) = ^ " + a] CM, (2<>)
2F{B/na) - 1

Tliis can obviously be plotted as a function of o- and the minimum for

C* obtained graphi(;ally. Note that in this case the component distri-

butions do not have to be in control to satisfy the tolerance limits ±B;
however, they must be reasonably in control to make (26) ti'ue.

VII. EXAMPLE

As an idealized example of the method described in the foregoing we
cou.sider the design for production of a lumped constant delay line. This

example is meant to be strictly illustrative since we wish to concentrate

on explaining the technique. We are going to ignore some factors which

must be taken into account in practical applications but which, in the

present example, would only serve to clutter up the explanation. I'or

example, the costs would be influenced by whether we use printed wiring,

just how and what we are salvaging, whether special care should be

taken with certain close tolerance components, the testing cost as a

function of the limits, and so on.
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With the above reservations in mind wo make the following specili-

eationH lor the example:

1. An L-C section will be the unit, the delay will be the response.

2. The raw cost of the unit will be the sum of the costs foi' the induc-

tor and the capacitor plus a lixed cost K independent of the component

tolerances. We will use iv as a parameter.

W. The salvage value of a rejected unit will be one-half of the com-

ponent Ct)StS.

4. All C(miponent distributions will be normal distributious about

the nominal and will be in control.

We will consider two examples which differ from one another only

ill the tolerance on the over-all delay B, and for each example we will

consider several different values for the fixed (i.e., independent of a)

cost K to be added to the component cost to get the total raw cost. We
introduce these variations to give the reader a quantitative idea of the

trends they induce. We use the values given in Table II.

We must first examine the distribution of the delay (response) of the

individual L-C sections as a function of the component tolerance dis-

triliutions. Normalizing the formula for the delay so that L is in p/j, C

is in mm/, 'iiid A, x are in m/i^ec,

A = 100 + .1- = VCL (^7)

(where x is the dc\-iation of the response from nonnual). Linearizing

{'11) and using the ordinary linear propagation of error formula one

finds that the variance of x is

(Tc (28)

where at (in m/') i^ the standard de\iation of L, <T,(in nnf) is the stand-

ard deviation of C, and a (in niMSCc) is the standard deviation of x.

One should satisfy himself that x is noi'mally, or approximately nor-

mally, distributed with mean zero, or approximately zero, and variiuice

as in (28), or approximately as in (28). We can do so by using the non-

linear propagation of error approximate formulas'"' for the range of

combinations of distributions for the components, Table II-8. It tui'us

out that (see Table III)

(a) the variance as given by (28) is negligibly different from the true

variance (^I per cent, see column 5, Table III),

(b) the coefficient of skewness,/ii - n-^y^ is small (^3 per cent for

all combinations, <] per cent for most combinations, column b, Table

III) and

(c) the coefficient of excess Q-i = M4.''ff' ^ 3, the standard for normal
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Table II— Values for Example

1. Nominal inductance:
2. Nomina! capacitance;

3. Nominal delay per unit:
4. Number of units per delay line:

5. Nominal delay of delay line:

6. Tolerance on delay line,

First exam]»Ie:
Second example:

7. A.ssumcd risk of out of tolerance delay line:

8. Cost versus tolerance of Components;

Co

Ad
n

= \mnh
= lOOjiA*/

= VlC = 0.1 jusec

= 10
nio = 1 /:tsec

B =5 m^sec (0.5 per cent)
B = 15m/isec (l.Spercent)
e = 0.01 per cent

(r = 3.89)

Codef

Inductors Capacitors

fft in till Cost <rc in f>*/ Cost

1

2

3
4
5

0.577 (1%)*
1.155 (2%)
2.887 (5%)
5.774 (10%)
11.55 (20%)

$10.00
5.00
2.00
1.00
0.90

0.577 (1%)*
1.155 (2%)
2.887 (5%)
5.774 (10%)

11.55 (20%)

$1.00
0.50
0.30
0.20
0.15

9. Fixed cost parameter to ho added to compo-
nent costs to KCt total raw cost, both exam-
ples :

10. Salvage value:

K = $0.30
1.00
3.00
5.00
to.oo
15.00

aC = ^ component cost for

all a.

* The iigurets in parenthesis ^ive the tolerances for uniform distributions which
have the same standard deviations as the norma! distributions.

t We will use the code numlier to refer to the-^e distributions. The same code
number is u.'^ed for lioth inductors and capacitors. For a pair of components we
will use the code pair (i, j) where ^, the first entry, is the code for the inductor
distribution, and j, the second entry, is the code for the capacitor. For example
the code pair (2,1) means that ai, = 1.155 at a cost of S5.00 per inductor and ac =
0.577 at a cost of §1,00 per capacitor.

distributions, (ccihiinn 7, Tabic III) for the whole range of combinations

of distributions. Howp^^r, one docs get into some small difficulty with

the mean. The non-linear formula for the average, after dropping terms

which turn out to he negligible in this case, is

ave X = ^ Acc(Tc^ + | ^ll<tl^,

(29)

where the partial derivatives are evaluated at L = 100, C = 100. One
finds that

ave X _ X

a c
-1-10 VffL^ + <rc= (30)
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Taiii.e III

Various Indices of the Distritmtioii of x us a Function of the Com-

ponent DiHtrihutions. (For a normal distribution with mean zero and

variance <t- = ^{aL~ + ffc-) these indices ha^-e the values shown in the

first row.)

Minimums of C't

_ 511 10 iH

15

Sd2
^.t P^

al W) for

B = 5 B^IS

jV(0,<r) 3

1,1 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.000+ 0.000+ 3 V
1,2 0.003 0.004 0,001 0.000+ 0.000+ 3 V
1,3 0.007 0.022 0.007 0.001 O.OOI 3

1,4 0.015 0,084 0.028 0.003 0.007 3

1,5 0,028 0.326 o.um 0.012 0,030 3

2,2 0.004 0.007 0.002 0.000+ 0,000+ 3

2,3 0.008 0.024 O.008 0,001 0.000+ 3 V V
2,4 0.015 0.08S 0.02!) 0,003 0,006 3

2,5 0.02!) 0.339 0,113 0.012 0.028 3

3,3 0.010 0.042 0,014 0.001 0.000+ 3

3,4 O.Olfi 0.104 0.034 0,002 O.OOI 3 V
3,5 0.031 0,357 O.llO 0.011 0,020 3

4,4 0.020 0,167 0.O56 0.003 0.000+ 3

4,5 0.032 0,410 0.140 0.009 0,005 3

5,5 0.041 0.671 0.224 0.010 0,000+ 3

^ X = ave X.

t V^i is ncgiitive, i.e., negative skewness.

X Checks (v t ill the l^^t two colunins indicate combinations which are used in

final golution.s for C. The left column is for B = 5, the right tor B = 15.

is not significant (^4 per cent for all combinations of <tl, (tc , and <2

per cent for all combinations not involving any code 5 element). How-

ever, now compute the ratio

n ave x 10 ave x

B B
m
B

(31)

which is a measure of the shift in the average of the delay for the com-

plete delay line compared to the tolerance on the delay line. One finds

this ratio is appreciable (i.e., about 10 per cent or more) for some of

the combinations of component tolerances; namely, for B = 5, all

combinations involving code 5 elements and the one other comlaination

(4,4); for /? - 15 only the combination (5,5). Thus, in general, the

assumptions on normality and mean zero are approximately fulfilled;

however, one should view with suspicion any solution we may get which

involves one of the above mentioned combinations.*

* Note that these same comliiiiations include all the larger values for ^i
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Table IV

Calculation of C'*(.t) for A' = S().30, £ - 5 niM-scc

Code a c(») 1 ff(?) a C'W

1.1 0.408 $11.00 1.004 l.OOli 0.49 S11.30
2,1 0.646 6.00 1.59 1.30 0.48 7.30
2,2 0.817 5.50 2.01 1.56 0.47 7.50
:^,i 1.47 3.00 3.62 2.68 0.45 6.35
3,2 1.55 2.50 3.81 2.82 0.45 5.60
3,3 2.04 2.30 5.02 3.64 0.44 6.45
4,2 2.94 1.50 7.24 5.23 0.42 6.20
4,3 3.23 1.30 7.95 5.70 0.41 6.05
4,4 4.08 1.20 10.04 7.5± 0.40 7.35
5,4 6.46 1.10 15.88 — 0,39 —
5,5 S.17 1.05 20.09 — 0.39 —

The next item we want is the nuv eo.st function, C{a). ]''rom the

formula for a, (28), and from the component cost versus tolerance

functions, Table II-8, we can compute the cost and the variance for

every combination of tolerance distributions for L and C These points

are shown in Fig. 1 ; the numbers near each point are the code pairs

which indicate the particular combination of distributions used to

calculate each point. The points which are connected together, call

them c{ij)^ give the raw cost of the components (only) since this is the

lower envelope of the set of all points. To get the raw cost we must

add the fixed cost parameter K, i.e..

C{u) = K^ c{<i). (32)

The points which make up c(tr) are tabulated in Table IV in the first

three columns; the first column shows the particular combination of

component distributions, the second column, o-, and the third column, c.

All that remains is to perform the calculations set forth in the text.

We will perform these calculations carefully for one set of data in order

to show the method. We will take the case B ^ 5 and K = 0.30; there-

fore,

Q
= 3.89V10

0" = 2.400-, m)

and

C{a) = 0.30 + c{u) (34)

The value of q for each a is .shown in the fourth column. Tabic IV. For

each q we find the (corresponding H{q) from either Table I or Fig. 2,

whichever is more convenient; H{q) is entered in the fifth column,
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Ttible IV. Since the salvage value is one-half the component cost

c[a)/2 c{c)/2
(35)

C{a) 0.30 + c{a)
'

a is entered in the sixth column, Tal.>le IV. The real cost, C*, is to be

computed from this data. Modifying (21) to fit the form of this data,

C* is given by

C\a) = [(1 - a)H{q) + a][:iO + c{a)]- (36)

C* is entered in the last column, Table IV, and is plotted in Fig. 3 as

the curve marked A' = SO.30. From either the tabular form of C* or

the graphical form of C* it is easy to .see that the miniiinmi real cost is

C* = S5.G0 per unit. Gliecking back througli the calculations we .see

Fig. 3 — Rctil ca-it per section of Ji teii-soclion, oiic-inicrosecoiKl, himpecl-

roii.'<t!iii( (lehiy lino ;is a function of I he .>it:iiid:ir(l deviiilion of the delay per .sec-

tion mid for viirious viiliies of the fixed cost A'. The delay tolerances are ±B =
±5 nijusec.
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thfit the minimum real (^ost is realized for the code pair (3,2), i.e.,

ctl = 2.89 and o-p = 1.10. The rejection limits, ±&, are calculated from

(22) and for this case

b = (Tw(q) ^ 1.55 w{q) = 0.72 m;usec (37)

where w{q) is obtained from Table I or Fig. 2. Finally, the rejection

rate, (23), is 65 per cent.

In addition to the case detailed above different values of the fixed

cost were considered, as listed in Table II-9. The next variation was to

change the over-all tolerance to B = 15 and consider the same range of

values for K again. In all cases the salvage value was taken as one-half

of the material cost, for simplicity.

Furthermore, all of the above cases were considered using the other

4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Fig, 4 — Real cost per section of a ten-section, onc-microaecoud, lumped-con-
stant delay lino as a function of the standard deviation of the delay per section

and for various values of the fixed cost K. The delay tolerances are ±B = ±15
mfisec.
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Table V— Results of Example

Line Risk, (, percent Fixed Cost, K Min C- Code
Rejection Rate,

per cent

B = 5

1 0.01 so. 30 S5.60 3.2 65

2 0,01 1.00 7.60 3,2 05

3 0.01 3.00 10.80 2,1 23

4 0.01 5.00 13.40 2.1 23

5 0.01 10.00 19.90 2,1 23

6 0.01 15.00 26.02 1,1 0.1

7 0.0 0.30 7.45 3,2 75

8 0.0 1.00 10.15 2,1 44

0.0 3.00 13.70 2.1 44

10 0.0 5.00 17.30 2,1 44

11 0.0 10.00 25.45 1,1 22

12 0.0 15.00 31.85 1.1 22

13 0.01+ min C* = 11.00 + if 1,1 no -test

B = 15

14 O.Ol $0.30 S2.50 4,3 50

15 0.01 1.00 3.75 3,2 10

IG 0.01 3.00 5.95 3,2 10

17 0.01 5.00 8.20 3,2 10

18 0.01 10,00 13.75 3,2 10

19 0.0! 15.00 19.30 3,2 10

20 0.0 0.30 3.30 4,3 64

21 0.0 1.00 4.65 3,2 34

22 0.0 3.00 7.65 3,2 34

23 0.0 5,00 10.05 2,2 2

24 0.0 10.00 16.25 2,1 2

25 0.0 15.00 21.35 2,1 2

26 <io-' min C* = 5.50 + A' 2,2 no-test

27 0.1 min C* = 3.00 + A" 3,1 no-test

criteria discussed previously. That is, the no-test method, (25), for

e = 0.01 per cent, and the zero risk method, (26).

The results of the above calculations are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 and

in Table V. The results of the zero-risk method were not plotted; the

curves are similar to the ones shown but are .shifted in a manner indi-

cated by the shift of the minimums as recorded in Table V. Obviously,

no curves of this type can be plotted for the no-test method.

Vni. JHSCUSSION OF EXAMPLE

The author must admit that this is not the best of all possilile exam-

ples. Better examples of units would be the ampUfiers in a long trans-

mission line, or individual logic packages in a logic network, or gas

tube erosspoiiits in a switching network, and so forth. However, there

is a very real difficulty involved in constructing such examples; namely,

it is extremely difficult, but possible, to obtain the raw cost as a function
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of the v;Lriaiic:(' for :iiiy li\it the i^imple.st kind ol" unit. Therefore, in

order not to get side-tracked the author has chosen a simple unit, a

delay network, and asks the reader to (iwe liis imagination. In addition

to asking the reader to accept some of the simphIi(^ationM and their

likes previously noted, and to accept the possibility of making some

difficult tests (e.g., rejecting on ±0.7 m/iseo, which, however, is cer-

tainly no more difficult than rejecting on ±0.5 m/jsee as would be neces-

sary in the zero-risk case), he also asks the reader to imagine some good

economic reason why the completed delay lines cannot be tested to

determine whether they are within the tolerance limits. For, if the com-

pleted dehiy lines could be tested we would have to consider another

possible production process.

It is to be emphasized, however, that all the shortcomings of this

example can be overcome because most of the extensions we requii-e are

not out of line with usual practices, cf., parenthetical statement in the

preceding paragraph, for example. If it would make the reader any

happier he can relabel the scales in Fig. 1, the raw cost curve, and pre-

tend that he has an amplifier, for instance. The calculations will be the

same from there on except for any adjustments in the salvage values

that the reader cares to make.

Probably the most striking result is the size of the rejection rate.

For instance, in Table V, lines 1 ,2 the rejection rate is 65 per cent which

is much larger than the rejection rates for produ<ition processes which

are usually considered as satisfactory. The impoi'taut point to realize,

however, is that under the assumptions considered and in order to pro-

duce delay lines at the minimum cost per usable delay line this is the

rejection rate. All i-ejection rates are not this high. For, as the fixed cost

K is increased (lines 3, 4, 5) the rejection rate decreases to 23 per cent.

Of course, a rejection rate of 23 per cent is also rather high compared

to the usual. It is not until the fixed cost is increased to §15 (line 6)

that the rejection rate is of a usual size, about 0.1 per cent.

For the set of entries in Table III which correspond to B = 15 the

rejection rates are usual (10 per cent for lines 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) except for

line 1 (50 per cent)

.

For comparison we have also tabulated the minimum real costs for

the zero-risk case and for the no-test case in Table V. These values were

obtained under the same assumptions as were used above. But, in

order to compare the real costs on a fair basis one must attach a cost

figure to the risk of having one out of ten thousand delay lines out of

tolerance, or to the cost of 100 per cent testing of the individual units,

respectively. Note that for B ^ 15, the no-test case (lines 26, 27), we
run into trouble because of component availability. The only compo-
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iicnts which are availtiblc cither make the risk much lower than deaired

— at a high cost— or they make the risk too high.

It is worthwhile making a point lieie. We a.ssmiied that we knew the

raw cost at one stage in the procedure. On that as.sumption we obtained

a minimum, or a .set of minimums and near minimmus, for the real

co.st. Also, we could obt:iin all the as.sociated rejection limits. We now

ha\e some new knowledge which is important if the cost of testing is

not insignificant compared to the raw cost. Tor, notice, it is certainly

more expensive to accept or reject on, say, 0.72a than on 2.0(t. And this

is a type of information which we could not have used intelligently

initially but which we can use now. Hence, we can now readjust the

raw cost curve and reperform the calculations.

The abo\'e idea illustrates a general principle. One need not think of

this procedure, as a whole, as necessarily leading to the answer in one

stroke. Rathei', one should think of it as a procedure which can be applied

again and again in order to converge on the answer. For, after any one

application the number of combinations of component tolerances which

are candidates for the production model has been reduced, and one can

then atford to get more preci.se information on fewer possibilities in

order to reapply the method.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

We have given a nietluid for Hntling the optimum tolerance assign-

ment from the viewpoint of giving the lowest cost per acceptable unit.

We luive compared it wilh two other criteria in an idealized example

and have .shown that the method described is usually the best - for

this example.

As was noted in the discussion of the example, the most startling

result has been the generally large sizes of the rejection rates. In order

to investigate this, one must remember that the rejection rate has been

thrown in as another variable instead of allowing the rejection rate to

Ije a measure of (he optimization of the production method. Now a low

rejection rate is not a bad measure for many production processes; the

thing which these processes have in common is that the ratio of the

material co.st to the laboi- cost and other fixed co.sts is very small, assum-

ing that these costs are un.salvagcahle.* This was the condition for some

of the cases considered. And, in general, if this be the i^a.se the method

we ha\'e g!\'cn will also predict a low rejection rate since the raw cost

will be almosi ;i constant.. However, the advantage our niethoil has is

* 'I'licsc costs ;ire not iie<^e,-;sarily uiisalva.ge;ibIo. One miglil often be able to

H:ilv!ige a good share of tlie labor co.st by selectively assembliug the rejected

units.
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that it will handle the other cases, too. These cases are not unusual

today and with increasing automation they will become more and more

the order of the day.

A word of caution is important. We have given a method of optimiz-

ing tolerances to reduce manufacturing costs under a special set of

assumptions. Our analysis and conclusions arc vahd only for mamifactiir-

ing processes in which these assumptions prevail under actual manufactur-

ing conditions.

In obtaining our formulas we have considered only the special case

of symmetric tolerance limits. It is obvious that the method can easily

be extended to cover the case of one-sided tolerance limits and the case

of unsymmctri(^ tolerance limits. Further, we have only considered the

case in which all the distributions are normal; it is not so obvious how
the method can practicably be extended to the non-normal case. How-
ever, for distributions which are not \'ioIently non-normal it is not clear

that what we have done is not of sufficient accuracy. Indeed, m practice,

both the raw cost and salvage rate as functions of the variance of the

response of the unit would be given only approximately. Further, it

appears from the example that the minimum is not critical. Thus, the

principal benefit of the method would be to get an approximation to the

optimum. Then, after finding the correct neighborhood one could make
an cxhausti\'e cost and statistical study to determine the optimum

production process.

Also, we have dealt only with the case where there is only one response

per unit to be considered. The practicable extension of this work to

multiple responses is not obvious. However, if one can single out one

response which is more (critical than ihc others remarks similar to the

ones in the preccdhig paragraph about using this method to get in the

correct neighborhood are in order.
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